Grace Neighborhood
Nursery School
Winter 2018
The Director’s Corner:
Notes from Barb

It is February! Cold, snowy, beautiful
February! We have reached the midpoint of
the school year and are now in our descent to
summer…. Only 3.5 more months to go until
the end of the school year! As we get through
these last two months of winter, we have much
to look forward to and many opportunities for
you to show your support for Grace AND get
together with other Grace families!
On Friday, February 16th we will have our third Pump It Up Fundraiser at the Eden Prairie
Pump It Up, from 10:00 AM - Noon. 60% of the proceeds for this event come back to
Grace. These funds will be used toward completion of our new nature play yard. We will
be closed on this day for a teacher training, so plan to get out of the house for some
active play and mingling with other Grace families. Reports from all who have previously
participated in our Pump It Up fundraisers concur that it is a blast!

On Saturday, March 10th, we will
hold our 33rd Annual Silent Auction,
a festive evening for adults to
mingle, with a light dinner buffet,
adult beverages, and live music. As
you all know, this is our sole means
of support for our scholarship fund,
which allows us to offer financial
assistance to our families. We need
MANY more donations for the
auction to be a success so please
consider what your family, friends,
or business could do to help us.

A packet of materials explaining the
donation process and ideas for what to
donate was emailed home a few weeks
ago and paper copies are coming home in
backpacks this week. Offering to host a
“Great Gathering” is a very popular way to
support our efforts AND build community!
Detailed handouts are coming home in
your child’s backpack this week.
On Wednesday, March 28, we will have our
second Potbelly’s fundraiser from 4:00
- 7:00. This is also the first night of our
spring parent conferences and school is
closed the next two days. Encourage your
family, friends and neighbors to head to
Potbelly’s for a soup and sandwich dinner!
25% of the proceeds from these three
hours will come back to Grace. The funds
will also be used toward the completion of
our new nature play yard.

Speaking of our new nature play yard, we have hired Landcraft, a local landscaping
company, to do the installation this spring. Depending on the weather, construction will
begin sometime in May. The yard should be ready for our summer camps to use in June.
The design plan for the play yard, which was donated by our landscape architect parents,
Jonathan Blaseg and Rachel Baudler Blaseg, is posted on the bulletin board on the first
floor of the building for all to see. We are so excited that the play yard is becoming a
reality. This dream could not have happened without the generous support of so many
of you. A great big thank you goes out from all the staff for all you do to make Grace the
amazing community that it is!!
I hope you enjoy reading this edition of the GNNS Newsletter. It should warm your heart
and inspire you to get out and make the most of our wonderful Minnesota winter! Barb

Upcoming at Grace
Friday, February 16

No School: Teacher Training Day AND
Fundraiser at Pump It Up – Eden Prairie:
10:00 AM-12:00 PM

Monday, February 19

No School: President’s Day Holiday

Saturday, March 10

Annual Silent Auction Gala at St. Mary’s
Orthodox Church: 6:30 – 9:30 PM
(Adults only)

Wednesday, March 28

Parent conferences 4:00 – 8:00 PM AND
Potbelly Fundraiser, 4:00-7:00PM - 25% of
dinner sales to GNNS.
Invite your friends!

Thursday/Friday, March 29 – 30
No School – Parent/Teacher Conferences

Week of April 2 – 6
Spring Break

Thursday, May 17

All School End-Of-The-Year Picnic at
Kenwood Park: 5:30 – 7:00

Friday, May 25
Last Day of School

Harriet Room News
Submitted by Shannon

Hello! I hope you are all keeping warm and healthy! The
Harriet Room has great plans to worm your heart and
spirit during the month of February!
We begin our month with a continuation of our exploration of night and day.
We will introduce SHADOWS as a Big Idea. We will continue our month by
discussing all of the ways the people in our lives make us feel special and
loved! We will also talk about all of the ways we can show the people in our
lives how we feel about them. We will work on cards and artwork that reflects
our love for others. We will also work together to make special snacks for
the class.

Our resident poet, Julia Klatt Singer will be joining our
classroom several times this month to discuss poetry. She

will help us create poetry of our own, as well as help us produce our own
poetry books by the end of the month for each of the Harriet Room classes.
These wonderful keepsakes will be filled with the children’s own words and
include works of art they create during this very special month of love! Julia
has been working with Grace for nine years and is really great at getting the
children to use their own words to describe what they are doing, how they
feel and to tell any stories they may imagine. It is truly a treat to have Julia
with us for the month of February. We are very much looking forward to it!
February is also a busy month for our preparation for the annual Grace
Silent Auction, which occurs this year on March 10th. Each classroom
representative, in collaboration with other parents of each class, will be
using class time to help the children create an auction item to offer. We look
forward to working on these very special (and precious) items during the
month. Please contact our classroom representative to find out information
about how to contribute, volunteer or aide in the process of your child’s
classroom auction item.
The conclusion of our month will be a focus on
the Gingerbread Man and all of his many friends!
This is a wonderful and traditional topic in the
Harriet Room. There are many activities planned,
as well as many different versions of this fairytale
classic to share! Many songs and games are
included with this Big Idea, followed by the BIG
EVENT; Making our very own Gingerbread man!
(I hope he doesn’t run away!)
February is certain to be filled with tons of love and lots of fun! Thank You
for all you do to make the Harriet Room such a wonderful place to learn and
grow!

Calhoun Room News
Submitted by Karen and Cassy

The month of January flew by!
Returning to school after a holiday
allows us to see more clearly all
of the growth that the children
have made since the beginning
of the school year. As they

reconnect with friends, we
recognize how children
can now express their
feelings and negotiate
with each other using
helpful and constructive
words.
We notice how they

“Play gives children a chance to
practice what they are learning....
They have to play with what they
know to be true in order to find out
more, and then they can use what
they learn in new forms of play.”
Fred Rogers
of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood

can take the perspective of their
classmates more often, and take
care of them when they are hurt or
upset, noticing their face and body language and asking, “Are you alright?”
We are happy to see that children are able to take care of their needs more
independently, to make play choices more thoughtfully, and to persist in
their choices for a longer period of time. These are some of the signs of
growth that we observe in children as they play. It is a wonderful sight to
see, children growing and learning together in their classroom community!
The month of January brought with it a curiosity about the weather. What
is snow? Where does it come from and where does it go? We brought the
snow into our classroom to experiment with, and we explored the winter
season through stories about snowmen and mittens. They include: Snowmen
At Night; The Missing Mitten Mystery; the nursery rhyme The Three Little
Kittens, and several versions of the Ukrainian folktale, The Mitten. We

enjoy acting out The Mitten story and poem in various
ways, and some children have chosen to take home paper

animals and a paper mitten that they can use to act out the poem. In addition
to building language, story telling, and sequencing skills, exploring these
stories and poems also creates an awareness of math concepts such as
counting, sorting, creating pairs, matching, and patterning.
In January we also met Julia Klatt Singer, our poet-in-residence. The
children began their time with Julia by creating “a poem about poems”.
Julia visited our classroom throughout the month, creating poems with each
child using their own words while they played - a mesmerizing and magical
process! In the end, each child crafted a number of poems to be sent home in
a collaborative classroom book. Please feel free to ask your children about
poetry and make up some poems together!
In February, we will continue to talk about being a friend, expanding our
ideas about friendship, and learning how we can show other people we care
and think about them. We will create many cards, letters and valentines for
family, friends, and classmates. There will be a Post Office in dramatic play
to create a designated area for all of our valentine activities. This play offers
opportunities for developing many social and emotional skills, small motor
skills, and creative expression.

Cedar Room News
Submitted by Monta and Bridget

Children in the Cedar Room spent the month of December
exploring music and musical instruments. We were fortunate

to have many family members share their musical talents with the class.
From professionals to children beginning their first songs, we heard a great
variety of instruments including the tuba, flute, violin, mandolin and electric
guitar. The children had opportunities to try many of the instruments and
were excited and often surprised by the music they could make. Much
excitement and anticipation built up to our field trip to Orchestra Hall for
the Kinder Konzert. What an amazing experience it was to sit on the stage
and listen to the story of Max Found Two Sticks, told through the sounds
of a live orchestra. In January, we had a unique opportunity to take yet
another musical field trip. This time we took the Grace bus to Southwest
High School, where one of our parents is a band teacher. We met a wonderful
group of high school students, who took the children through “A Musical
Petting Zoo”. They learned how sounds were made by the instruments and
had an opportunity to try them out. The euphonium and cello were favorites
for many kids!
Cedar Room children are embracing our Minnesota winter! We spend time
outside several days a week. The children are learning to dress themselves
for outside play, building their independence and many motor skills. With
each trip outside, they become more adept at pulling on those snow pants
and zipping up their coats! In the play yard, we have been shoveling snow,
coloring snow, and building snow castles. We caught snowflakes on black
paper and examined them with a magnifying glass. On one of our warmest
days, we took a walking trip to the lake, where we walked out onto the snowcovered ice to play and build snowmen. The children observed skiers and
ice fishers, and snow sculptures. This prompted many questions about how
thick the ice was; what kind of snow sculptures we could create; and were the
fish actually swimming below our feet?

Throughout January we learned about animals in winter. We read many books about how animals adapt to the cold weather.
One of our favorite books about animals in winter is A Stranger In The Woods! We learned that some animals hibernate,
some migrate and some are active using adaptations to survive, like the hare who has a white coat as camouflage from
predators. We learned that some insects and small animals are active under the snow pack during the winter, using the
snow as protection from cold weather and predators. We observed animal tracks in the play yard and wondered who made
them, a squirrel or maybe a rabbit? A cardboard box became our bear cave for the children to hibernate. The children loved
pretending to be bears and then other animals. They wanted to wear animal masks and a spontaneous art project was born.
The children made masks from paper plates, string and markers. This simple prop led them to more pretend

play as they acted out the roles of different animals.

News from the Isles Room
Submitted by Claire, Carla and Cassy

During the month of December, we studied how animals prepare
for winter, and learned that some animals hibernate, some migrate
and some adapt. There are many wonderful stories relating to this topic, such
as Bear Snores On, Blueberries for Sal, Chipmunk Song and The Mitten. The children
enjoyed creating hibernation boxes for their stuffed animals. Our art and science tables,
where we made pinecone bird feeders, wove hibernation mittens and buried our hands
in real and faux fur pelts, were additional facets of our examination of what animals do
in the winter.

Another seasonal phenomenon that is very evident with the onset of winter is the
increase in darkness as we move toward the winter solstice. This theme of dark and
light formed the core of our curriculum as we discussed why the nights become longer.
We read stories about the most common winter celebrations, and how each of these
celebrations uses candles to light the dark nights. Since returning from winter break,
we examined the fact that now the days
are getting longer, and have discussed
the sun and the moon in terms of the
folk tales and legends that attempted to
explain the mystery of their presence to
ancient cultures. We expanded the light/
dark theme in our dramatic play area
with a shadow puppet theater.
Our classroom estimation jar is
being used to build math skills while
encouraging the use of intuition: each
day we fill the jar with objects from the
room, and the children have a chance to guess how many items are in the jar before we
count together to determine the actual number. The idea is to nurture an intuitive sense
of quantity and reinforce the point that there isn’t always just one correct answer, but
sometimes there are several.

The study of light and dark,
followed by the sun and
moon was part of a natural
progression
toward
our
current unit, outer space -a topic that has captivated
the minds and imaginations
of everyone. Our loft has been

transformed into a space station, and
each child painted a planet that is
suspended from the ceiling, to add
to the sensation that you are stepping into outer space. If you happen to walk by our
classroom, chances are you will hear the blast-off countdown: ten-nine-eight… and, if
you take a peek, you will see future astronauts equipped with helmets and jet packs
communicating with their space station counterparts. The learning that is taking place
through this engaging play is palpable. As they learn about topics such as gravity, our
solar system and what astronauts do when they travel into space, the children are asking
incredible questions, such as: how do nebula form? We are all on this amazing learning
journey together.

Beating Those
Winter Blues
Raise your hand if you are TIRED of
the cold, cold weather that has been
lingering this winter. With a little
creativity families can beat those
“housebound blues”. Here are some
fun winter activities contributed by
all of the staff. Things to make an

Gallop!
[Rufus
Butler
Seder]

“inside” day seem special:

• Go on a picnic in your living room.
Throw down a blanket and enjoy a
“inside picnic”.
• Build a fort with all the cushions,
pillows, chairs and blankets you
can find.

Embrace the weather! A “snow

• Be nostalgic. Page through your
child’s baby book or family photo
album together.
• Launch a game marathon. Rotate
between board games and active
games, such as hide and seek.

Dance [Bill T. Jones, Susan Kuklin]
There are wonderful pictures in this
book that are fun for kids to copy
with their own body.

• Gather all of the stuffed animals in
your home. Hide them in various
places, turn off the lights and then
give your children a flashlight to
help find them. Take turns hiding
them!
• Have breakfast for dinner!
• If it is too bitterly cold to go
outside, fill a large pot with snow,
bring it inside and build miniature
snowmen on your kitchen counter
(raisin eyes, red hot smile,
toothpick arms?) Put them in the
freezer and surprise the next
person who opens the freezer door!

From Head to Toe [Eric Carle]

suggestions include:

day” may keep your children from
school, but it doesn’t have to keep
you in the house. Throw on your
winter clothes and become outdoor
adventurers in your own backyard
or neighborhood.
1. Freeze ice in a variety of
containers to make snow
structures. This takes a bit of
planning. Wait for days or nights
that are near or below zero, fill
containers with water and set them
outside. Possibilities include milk
cartons, buckets, garbage bins, or
balloons. *Please keep balloons
away from children (choking
hazard). Fill the balloon with water
and tie it shut. Set outside overnight
to freeze. Break the outer balloon
when water freezes and you will
have an ice globe!
2. Fill spray bottles with water and
food color and spray the snow and ice.

• Move! When those cabin fever
wiggles seem endless, here are
some tips to incorporate
more movement time in your
warm home with your little ones.

1 Read books about moving.
There are some great books out
there that facilitate movement
along with the story. Some

2 Have a dance Party. (Carla’s
personal favorite) Move the
furniture, play some good music and
move with your kids. Here are some
variations:
a. Freeze. Pause the music.
Everybody freezes, great way to
work on listening and balancing
skills.
b. Volume control. Increase the
volume, everyone dances faster.
Decrease the volume, everyone
dances slow motion. You can
also apply this to level changes
i.e. moving up in a high level on
tip toes when the music is loud or
low to the ground when the music
is quieter.

3. Use beach shovels/pails to make
snow castles.
4. Look for/make tracks in new
snow

Water Dance [Thomas Locker]
Great way to learn about the water
cycle is by moving through it.

continued on next page...

Winter Blues, continued..
.
Make Snow Cones!

The Diligent Minneapolis
Parking Patrol
Strikes Again
Contributed by Barb

Ingredients:
Snow and your favorite juice
When a big snowfall is expected, set a large bowl outside on a table
or chair and collect snow overnight or over a longer period of time.
Scoop it into cups and drizzle with juice, juice concentrate, or flavored
syrup and enjoy.

Build a Snow Fort or “Quinzee”!

A quinzee can
be hours of
winter fun

Several of our parents have gotten
parking tickets recently for not feeding
the meters. If you haven’t heard, there
is an app for all Apple devices that
will allow you to pay for a meter on
your phone, eliminating the need to go
to the pay box on the corner. On the
downside there is a $.25 fee every time
you use it. But that is cheaper than
getting a parking ticket!
Here is the link if you want to check it out:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/
mpls-parking/id1009365391?mt=8

Several families have discovered a few snow tunnels in the
snow mounds on the corner of the Kenwood Isles parking
lot, right across the street from Grace. This is something you
can do in your own backyard!
How to Build a “Quinzee” Snow Shelter
• Step 1: Shovel a pile of snow into a mound 4 to 6 feet high
and wide enough around to hold at least two people once it
is hollowed out. Shape it into a domed mound. Allow it to
sit overnight and settle or “sinter”.
• Step 2: The next day it will be ready to hollow out. Begin
shoveling out an entrance and a small room. Smooth out
the walls and ceiling. The walls should be at least 12” thick.
To make sure you don’t hollow out too much of the side
walls and ceiling, poke measuring sticks through from the
outside of the mound, so you will know to stop hollowing
out the inside when you see the ends of the sticks. Hollow
the shelter out from the top down.
Go on a field trip!
1. Visit a favorite summer spot to find the differences now
2. Visit the Arboretum and area nature centers such as
Woodlake, Elm Creek, Westwood Hills, Richardson,
or Dodge Nature Center.
3. Explore Fort Snelling State Park, Minnehaha Falls and
Hidden Falls.
4.Check out the Mississippi River from various locations
such as the Science Museum, the Stone Arch Bridge or
at Lock and Dam #1.

Calhoun Room students playing in the block center.

Harriet Room students exploring shadows.

Our Thoughts About Celebrating
Valentine’s Day At School

Meet Our Newest Staff Member

Contributed by Grace Staff

With Valentine’s
Day just around
the corner, we’d
like to take a
moment to discuss
our philosophy
regarding this very
special holiday.
We do not have a
traditional valentine exchange in any of
the classrooms at Grace for several reasons.
For the vast majority of children it is not developmentally appropriate to write their name 10 to 20 times.
The activity of signing, addressing and delivering
valentines can cause stress for both child and parents.
The frustration over lost cards, and comparing whose
cards are “better” or “worse” also keeps the day from
being about love and friendship. Children will have
the opportunity to experience the creativity and fun of
making their own valentines in their classroom.
A more meaningful alternative for your child might
be to make a valentine at home and mail it to a special
person. This gives them a first hand experience with
the postal system. *Please do not send valentines or
candy with your children to pass around the class.
Thank you for respecting this request and for coope
ating with our policy.

3-year-olds say the
darndest things
The mother showed a picture of herself
to her 3-year old daughter. In the picture,
mom is about 7 years old.

Mom: “Do you know who this is?”
Daughter: (gasps) “That’s me when I’m bigger!”

Mom and 3-year-old daughter were having a
conversation about different kinds of birds.
Mom: “Owls are nocturnal.
3-year old: “Yes, owls are not turtles.”

Dad to 3-year old: “I don’t ever want to see
you do that again.”
3-year old: “Okay close your eyes.”

Kate
Guin

Kate Guin joined our staff in early
January and will be working closely
with Barb and Mary Scavotto. Kate's initial
focus will be to help us manage our upcoming Silent
Auction (save the date, March 10!), as well as to
work in the classrooms and on the bus as needed.
Kate’s background is in communications and
finance. In searching for better work-life balance,
a twist of fate brought her back here to Grace!
Kate and husband Josh have two Grace graduates,
Marina and Georgia, who now attend Barton, where
Kate serves as the Barton Foundation President.
Kate loves cooking, classical music, origami, sailing,
the Minnehaha dog park, and her dog, Rita!

Kate and her family

Winter Poetry Corner
Our poet-in-residence, Julia Klatt Singer, spent the month of January in
the Calhoun Room. Here are a few poems from the Calhoun Classes.
It Would Be Lovely If We Could
Stop Time • By Aurora
It would be lovely if we
could stop time.
So you could stay longer
We could fight time
We could throw away all the
clocks in the world.
We could hit the earth with an
earthquake
And shake up time.
We could cover the clock with
post-it-notes.
Let’s Be Frogs • By Sonny
Let’s be frogs
That don’t hop.
We can slide
On our bellies.
Frogs that don’t hop
Don’t get sad
They just go
Ribbet.

All the Ice • By Luella
All the ice is gonna melt>
And it’s gonna
Turn summer
And all the trees
Will put the leaves
Back on.
Once • By Emma
Once when my dad was swimming
His feet turned into ice.
Literally.
Icy feet
For my dad.
And sometimes You get icicles
On your eyelashes—
Eye-cicles!
Lizard Song • By Otto
Yellow yellow
Yo yo yo.
Lizard language
Ya bow bow bow.
Poet Julia Klatt Singer in the Calhoun Room

